AIRPORT NOISE POLLUTION: IS THERE A SOLUTION IN SIGHT?
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Airport noise pollution is a widespread and growing problem in the United States. Traditionally the regulation of airport noise was left to state and local regulatory efforts as well as judicial actions brought under nuisance and inverse condemnation theories of liability. With the enactment of several pieces of federal legislation beginning in the 1970s, however, Congress has clarified its intent to preempt local control of airport noise. Local governments and airport proprietors have to comply with a complicated scheme of federal regulation and rely on insufficient funds to fully address the airport noise problem in their communities. This Comment suggests changes should be made to the regulatory framework governing the control of aircraft noise through reestablishment of the Office for Noise Abatement and Control within the Environmental Protection Agency, additional funds for noise mitigation projects, and research on the effects of aircraft noise, as well as a shift in the liability structure for noise violations.

The Congress declares that it is the policy of the United States to promote an environment for all Americans free from noise that jeopardizes their health or welfare.

—Noise Control Act of 1972, 42 U.S.C. § 4901(b)

INTRODUCTION

Since the introduction of commercial jets in 1958, the noise problem generated from airport operation has become increasingly widespread, affecting millions of Americans.1 For some, the noise emitted from aircraft is merely an unwanted nuisance that intrudes on their

---


everyday life. For others, however, aircraft noise is a factor that has been found to cause psychological and physiological damage to health and well-being.2

In spite of the population’s widespread exposure to harm, the United States Congress did not pass a federal act exclusively designed to control noise until 1972.3 Prior to the enactment of the Noise Control Act, inverse condemnation actions, common law nuisance remedies, and sporadic attention by some states were the only constraints on increasing levels of airport noise.4 Historically, the private citizen has been able to get little compensation for the proliferation of aircraft noise.5 Landuse planning and other noise abatement activities fall within the jurisdiction of local governments, yet these approaches are often very expensive and somewhat ineffective because they aim to ameliorate noise rather than control it at its source.6 In addition, U.S. courts have held that insofar as the operation of aircraft is concerned, the federal government has preempted the field; thus, communities afflicted by aircraft noise have no power to regulate the noise at its source.7

Currently, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has sole responsibility for the regulation of civil aircraft operations.8 In recent years, many commentators have criticized the FAA for being “a good deal more interested in promoting aviation than in protecting the public welfare.”9 In response to growing criticism of the current regulatory scheme in recent years, members of Congress have introduced bills to address the persistent and increasing noise problem generated by the nation’s airports.10 For instance, in 1997, members in both the House of Representatives and the Senate proposed the Quiet Communities Act.11 This Act would have reestablished the Office of

---

2 See infra notes 31–35 and accompanying text.
3 See Noise Control Act of 1972, 42 U.S.C. §§4901–4918 (1994); see also 2 JOHN HENRY DAVIDSON & ORLANDO E. DELOGU, FEDERAL ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATION 7–1 (1994). In 1970 Congress did adopt Title IV of the Clean Air Act authorizing EPA to study the noise problem and report to Congress their findings along with recommendations for legislation. See 42 U.S.C. § 7641; DAVIDSON & DELOGU, supra this note, at 7–1 n.2.
4 See infra Part II.
5 See Anthrop, supra note 1, at 15.
6 See infra Part V.
7 See infra Part IV.
9 See, e.g., Anthrop, supra note 1, at 15.
Noise and Abatement Control (ONAC) within the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).\textsuperscript{12} ONAC would have been responsible for coordinating federal noise abatement activities, updating or developing noise standards, providing technical assistance to local communities, and promoting research and education.\textsuperscript{13} Both bills, however, were referred to committee and subsequently died in Congress.\textsuperscript{14}

As the number of Americans affected by noise pollution increases, citizens disturbed by aircraft noise have begun to be one of the most vocal groups speaking out against noise.\textsuperscript{15} Such outcry may be responsible for the creation of the Federal Interagency Committee on Aviation Noise (FICAN), founded in 1993.\textsuperscript{16} FICAN brings together representatives of various federal agencies that are involved in research on aviation-related noise.\textsuperscript{17} FICAN, however, does not itself conduct research or have regulatory or enforcement powers.\textsuperscript{18} Instead, FICAN is limited to conducting conferences, serving as a clearinghouse for research, distributing technical information, and making recommendations.\textsuperscript{19} FICAN’s lack of power has left citizen groups more frustrated than ever before.\textsuperscript{20}

This Comment assesses the legal framework regulating noise pollution generated by the operation of airports. Part I introduces the concept of noise pollution and provides a background on airport noise pollution in particular. Traditional ways of controlling noise, such as state and local noise ordinances and nuisance and inverse condemnation claims are briefly examined in Part II. Part III discusses the history of major federal legislation and regulations aimed at control-

\textsuperscript{12} See id.
\textsuperscript{13} See id.
\textsuperscript{14} In the Senate, the proponents of the Quiet Communities Act attempted to incorporate the Act into Senate Bill 2279, the annual “housekeeping” bill for the FAA. See U.S. Congress, Bill Summary—Status for the 105th Congress (visited Feb. 8, 1999) <http://thomas.loc.gov/home/bdquery.html>. However, the Amendment (No. 3927) was defeated by a vote of 69–27 to table the amendment indefinitely. See id.
\textsuperscript{16} See Arline L. Bronzaft, supra note 15.
\textsuperscript{17} See id. The Department of Defense (DOD), the FAA, and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration are the primary agencies responsible for addressing aviation noise impacts through general research and development actions. See Federal Interagency Committee on Noise, Letter of Understanding (1993) (visited Feb. 21, 1999) <http://www.fican.org>. Other agencies, including EPA, have “mission requirements that require cognizance of aviation noise R&D products.” Id.
\textsuperscript{18} See generally Bronzaft, supra note 15.
\textsuperscript{19} See id.
\textsuperscript{20} See id.
ling noise pollution. Part IV describes how the doctrine of preemption relates to noise pollution. A variety of noise abatement activities and their limitations with regard to aircraft noise pollution are explored in Part V. Finally, Part VI argues that with the current mix of federal and local efforts, there is a need for an alternative means of controlling airport noise pollution other than that offered by the FAA alone.

I. Noise Pollution

Noise is often described as unwanted sound. Sound is the result of small periodic variations in normal atmospheric air pressure, caused by vibration or turbulence. The effects of noise are primarily determined by its duration and level, but are also influenced by a sound’s frequency. A sound’s level, measured in decibels (dB), is the amplitude of the pressure changes occurring.

Noise is measured by basic sound level meters. Most sound level meters use built-in frequency filters or “weighting networks” in the measurement process. “A” weighting approximates the equal-loudness response of the ear at moderate sound levels, and correlates with both hearing damage and annoyance from noise. Composite measures of noise such as the Equivalent Continuous Sound Level (Leq) and the Day-Night Average Sound Level (DNL) have been used extensively to assess the impact of aircraft noise. These levels constitute sound energy averages over given periods of time.

21 See Anthrop, supra note 1, at 5; Alice H. Suter, Noise and Its Effects 3 (Nov. 1991) (report prepared for the Administrative Conference of the United States).
22 See Anthrop, supra note 1, at 5; Suter, supra note 21, at 3.
23 See Suter, supra note 21, at 3.
24 See id. Decibels are logarithmic rather than linear measures of sound and thus a small increase in decibels can represent a large increase in sound energy. See id.; David P. Currie, Pollution: Cases and Materials 23 (1975). For example, a noise pressure level of 130 dB is ten times greater than one of 120 dB and 100 times as great as a noise pressure of 110 dB. See Currie, supra this note, at 23.
25 See Suter, supra note 21, at 3.
26 See id.
27 See id. at 3–4.
28 See id. at 4. The DNL incorporates a 10 dB nighttime penalty from 10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m., meaning that events occurring during that time are counted as 10 dB higher than they really are. See id. A variant of the DNL used in California is the community noise equivalent level (CNEL), which incorporates a five dB penalty for evening noise events, as well as the ten dB nighttime penalty. See id. The DNL and Leq measures have recently been criticized as inadequate indicators for gauging noise pollution. See id. The sound exposure level (SEL), an event’s sound level normalized to one second, is gaining popularity as a supplement to the DNL and the Leq for characterizing single events. See id.
29 See id. Because they use averaging, the metrics fail to describe the disturbance arising from
Because the effects of noise as an environmental intrusion are often transitory and seldom catastrophic, noise is often thought to be a less significant harm than air or water pollutants. Like other environmental problems, however, aircraft noise affects millions of people each day, producing a number of short-term and long-term adverse effects. Research indicates that excessive noise can cause significant health problems, such as hearing loss, hypertension, cardiovascular disease, gastrointestinal problems, and other disorders. In addition, noise may cause interference with communication, sleep deprivation, poor performance at work and in school due to of lack of concentration, and general annoyance. It is estimated that more than ten million Americans suffer from noise-induced hearing loss and twenty million are exposed to potentially damaging noise levels. Researchers argue that chronic exposure to noise is harmful to human health, causing damage which occurs even in the absence of detectable hearing loss.

Noise is generated from a large number of sources, a number that dramatically increased in the United States following World War II. Increased mechanization, urbanization, and population produced higher noise levels. In addition, transportation systems such as subways, air terminals, and interstate highways tend to be sources of concentrated noise-generating equipment and activity. The increase single events, especially low-flying aircraft, unexpected or newly occurring flights, or flights occurring in areas where quiet is a premium. See id.

See Davidson & Delogu, supra note 3, at 7–1; Suter, supra note 21, at 1.


See Suter, supra note 21, at 22. See generally NRDC, supra note 31; Hansen & Sanders, supra note 32. Disturbance of sleep is probably the most widespread source of distress caused by noise. See generally Hansen & Sanders, supra note 32. The indoor threshold for falling asleep is 35 to 40 dBA. See id. In addition, researchers recommend that nighttime noise levels not exceed 35 dBA. See id.


See Davidson & Delogu, supra note 3, at 7–2.

See id. at 7–1.

See id. at 7–2.
in and concentration of noise sources often produces unacceptably high levels of noise—noise which has a durational characteristic that further compounds the harm. 39 A 1991 report to the Administrative Conference of the United States (ACUS) explained that:

> noise levels are directly related to population density, and the urban population is increasing at twice the pace of the nonurban population . . . . The fact that some of these sources have been and continue to be quieted (especially new generations of trucks and aircraft) should mitigate this increase, but the extent of this mitigation will remain unknown . . . . 40

Air traffic in particular appears to be increasing more rapidly than the U.S. population. 41 Some argue that as a result of the increase in air traffic, overall noise levels generated from aircraft have increased as well. 42 For example, from 1985 to 1995, the total number of aircraft passengers using the fifty largest airports in the United States increased forty-eight percent. 43 Each day, over 30,000 flights are completed within the United States, and it is projected that air traffic will double in the next fifteen to twenty years, making the current problems of aircraft noise even more critical. 44

As the demand for air transportation has increased, along with the overall number of flights, flight corridors to and from airports have become congested. 45 In response, the FAA has sought to increase the number of routes to enhance system capacity. 46 These changes have created noise over previously quiet neighborhoods, thus affecting a larger number of residents. 47 These residents have in turn lodged noise complaints. 48

---

39 See id.
40 See Suter, supra note 21, at 11.
41 See id. at 7; see also Shapiro, supra note 32, at 4.
42 See Suter, supra note 21, at 7; see also Shapiro, supra note 32, at 4.
43 See United States Department of Transportation, Bureau of Transportation Statistics, National Transportation Statistics (1996) <http://www.noise.org/library/air/number.htm (visited Feb. 1, 1998) [hereinafter DOT]. Total number of enplaned passengers was 296,740,731 in 1985 and 438,543,552 in 1995, an increase of 47.79%. See id. Determination of the fifty largest airports was based on the total number of passengers utilizing the airport. See id.
46 See id.
47 See id.
48 See id.
High DNL readings caused by aircraft noise have been reported consistently around United States airports.49 For example, in 1997, 31% to 53% of noise monitoring stations located near National Airport and Dulles Airport in Washington, D.C., reported DNL readings greater than 65 dB, the current standard approved by the FAA.50 Citizens of Reston, Virginia, affected by Dulles Airport, which has no nighttime flight restrictions, live in an environment of noise that remains constant at about 70 DNL.51 The citizens near Denver International Airport report that their ambient noise level is 20 dBA, yet the noise level rises to 77 dBA when aircraft pass over, as far as fifty miles from the airport.52 At Chicago’s O’Hare International Airport, which is surrounded by residential communities, eighty-seven percent of the noise monitoring stations report readings over 65 dB with several locations at 80 dB.53

II. TRADITIONAL MEANS OF CONTROLLING AIRPORT NOISE POLLUTION

Under existing law, property owners may seek damages for noise injury under two general causes of action: nuisance or inverse condemnation.54 In general, these judicial means of controlling airport noise are retrospective, aimed at ameliorating noise rather than preventing it.55 In addition to judicial measures, state and local governments have implemented varying statutes and ordinances designed to alleviate noise pollution.56 Understanding the historical regulation of noise is necessary to analyze the current scheme of federal control over airport noise pollution.

50 See id. at 55. Although the FAA has adopted 65 dB, EPA has set 55 dB as the requisite level to protect against interference with outdoor activities, 45 dB for indoor activities, and 70 dB to protect against hearing loss. See Shapiro, supra note 32, at 4 n.18. As an example of noise levels, rustling leaves are 20 dB, a two-person conversation is 50 dB, average street noise is 70 dB, and a riveter creates 110 dB. See id. at 4 n.17.
51 See MacGlashan, supra note 49, at 56.
52 See id.
53 See id.
54 See discussion infra Part II.A–B.
55 See discussion infra Part II.A–B.
56 See discussion infra Part II.C.
A. Nuisance

Nuisance has been defined as “the substantial and unreasonable interference with the use and enjoyment of land.”57 Nuisance liability is based on an ancient common law concept that one should not use one’s land so as to injure the property of another, expressed in the Latin phrase, “Sic utere tuo ut alienum non laedas.”58 Although airports are not per se nuisances, they may become nuisances by reason of their construction, operation, or location.59 Even though aircraft flights may not directly pass over a landowner’s property, flights may still constitute nuisances because of the unreasonable noise they create.60

Whether a court finds that noise generated from airport operations constitutes a nuisance often depends on whether the noise is incident to the ordinary and necessary use of the airport or the result of the improper and negligent operation of an airport.61 Depending on a court’s analysis of factors such as excessive noise, vibration, frequency of overflights, altitude of aircraft, and the time of day flights are made, interference with the use and enjoyment of property may or may not be sufficient to establish liability for nuisance.62 Many courts also balance what they call the “equities and conveniences.”63 These include the social utility of aviation, the legitimacy of aviation as a business, the distance of the airport from the owner’s property, and the overall impact of the noise on the property owner.64 If the court determines airport noise to be a nuisance, its determination of the appropriate remedy is based on these same equities and considerations.65 Courts typically refuse to grant injunctions restricting airport

---

59 See Litwin, supra note 57, at 259, 264–65 (citing Warren Tp. School Dist. v. Detroit, 14 N.W.2d 134 (1944); Vanderslice v. Shawn, 27 A.2d 87 (1942)).
60 See id. at 260.
61 See id. at 260 (citing Delta Air Corp. v. Kersey, 20 S.E.2d 245 (1942); Thrasher v. Atlanta, 173 S.E. 817 (1934)).
62 See Litwin, supra note 57, at 260 (citing Greater Westchester Homeowners Assoc. v. Los Angeles, 603 P.2d 1329 (Cal. 1979); Delta Air Corp., 20 S.E.2d at 245).
63 Litwin, supra note 57, at 260.
64 See id. at 260–61; see also James M. Kramon, Noise Control: Traditional Remedies and a Proposal for Federal Action, in Noise Pollution and the Law 77, 84 (James L. Hildebrand ed., 1970).
65 See Litwin, supra note 57, at 261.
Instead, courts opt for damages or limited injunctive remedies which allow airports to continue operations with changes to mitigate the nuisance. A Georgia Court of Appeals emphasized the policy behind state nuisance remedies, declaring that a proprietor of an airport should bear its rightful share of legal liability for damages resulting from its airport.

B. Inverse Condemnation

Another traditional means of addressing aircraft noise pollution is judicial action based on the Fifth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution, which requires compensation for the “taking” of private property. The Amendment provides: “nor shall private property be taken for public use, without just compensation.” This constitutional guarantee also applies to state action through the Fourteenth Amendment. In addition, nearly all state constitutions have similar provisions regarding takings. Those states without explicit provisions find an implicit prohibition against uncompensated takings in their constitutions. Thus, both federal and state courts generally recognize a cause of action to remedy an uncompensated governmental taking.

A landowner has an implied cause of action known as inverse condemnation when a government actor violates the takings provision of the Fifth Amendment. According to the U.S. Supreme Court, inverse condemnation is a “cause of action against a governmental

---

66 See id.
67 See id. Many courts have held that where an activity is beneficial to the community as a whole, and the property owner’s burden is no more severe than that imposed on the community in general, there can be either no remedy or a remedy limited to damages. See Kramon, supra note 64, at 84. Damages obtained in a nuisance action may be the loss of the rental or use value of property, or the value of any personal discomfort, inconvenience or injury to health. See Litwin, supra note 57, at 262.
69 See U.S. CONST. amend. V.
70 Id.
72 See Keith W. Bricklemyer & David Smolker, Inverse Condemnation, in CURRENT CONDEMNATION LAW 54, 54 (Alan T. Ackerman, ed. 1994); WILLIAM B. STOEBUCK, NONTRESPASSORY TAKINGS IN EMINENT DOMAIN 5 (1977). While virtually all states prohibit the “taking” of property, many states prohibit the “damaging” of public property without just compensation as well. See Stoebuck, supra this note, at 5.
73 See Bricklemyer & Smolker, supra note 72, at 54.
74 See supra notes 69–73 and accompanying text. Governmental takings include federal, state and local governments as well as their administrative agencies.
defendant to recover the value of property which has been taken in fact by the governmental defendant, even though no formal exercise of the power of eminent domain has been attempted by the taking agency.\textsuperscript{76}

Takings claims are analyzed differently depending on whether they involve a physical taking or a regulatory taking.\textsuperscript{77} Actual physical takings of property constitute the most obvious types of governmental action that support claims of inverse condemnation.\textsuperscript{78} When the government authorizes either a continuing process of physical events or an isolated event or activity that denies an owner of the use and enjoyment of his or her property, a taking occurs and the owner is entitled to compensation.\textsuperscript{79}

The first major judicial treatment of the doctrine of physical invasion as it relates to aircraft noise pollution occurred in 1946 in United States v. Causby.\textsuperscript{80} In Causby, the U.S. Supreme Court held that frequent and low flights by airplanes over private land that cause direct and immediate interference with the property owner's use and enjoyment of land are akin to physical takings.\textsuperscript{81} Causby involved damage to a property owner's chicken farming business and his personal health due to noise and bright lights from frequent and regular low altitude flights of military aircraft over his land.\textsuperscript{82} The Court held that the damages sustained by the property owner were a product of a direct, rather than consequential, invasion of his domain, and thus constituted a taking in violation of the Fifth Amendment.\textsuperscript{83} Since Causby, plaintiffs have utilized inverse condemnation frequently to obtain redress for diminution in property values caused by aircraft noise.\textsuperscript{84}

In allocating damages in inverse condemnation suits, the U.S. Supreme Court determined that airport proprietors are liable for any excessive noise generated by aircraft utilizing their airports.\textsuperscript{85} In

\textsuperscript{76} Id. at 257.
\textsuperscript{78} See Brickley & Smolker, supra note 72, at 59.
\textsuperscript{79} See id. (citing Kimball Laundry v. United States, 338 U.S. 1 (1949); United States v. Dickinson, 331 U.S. 745 (1947)).
\textsuperscript{80} 328 U.S. 256 (1946).
\textsuperscript{81} See id. at 267.
\textsuperscript{82} See id. at 259.
\textsuperscript{83} See id. at 265–66.
\textsuperscript{85} See Griggs v. Allegheny County, 369 U.S. 84, 89–90 (1962). Although aircraft noise may
Griggs v. Allegheny County, the Supreme Court held the County of Allegheny, proprietor of the Greater Pittsburgh Airport, liable for an unconstitutional taking of plaintiffs' property. The Court held that the noise and vibration caused by the low, frequent overhead flights constituted a compensable taking of property by inverse condemnation. According to the Court, the local authority was liable because it decided where the airport was built, what runways were needed, the direction and length of the runways, and what land and navigation easements were necessary. In addition, the local authority held status as promoter, lessor, and operator of the airport. Although the federal government approved the plans for the airport and established federal regulations concerning airport construction, the Supreme Court held that the “Federal Government [has] take[n] nothing.” Similarly, the Court decided that the airlines utilizing the airport were not responsible for damages due the plaintiffs as the airlines were simply complying with the rules and regulations of the Civil Aeronautics Administration.

Liability for damages stemming from noise pollution is placed on airport proprietors, yet responsibility for noise abatement resides among federal, state, and local governments, air carriers, and airport proprietors. This “single liability/shared responsibility” situation has been criticized because it “promotes, rather than discourages, confusion.” Therefore, the airport proprietor is often left alone to mitigate noise, negotiate with or educate local landowners, or pay for the increased costs associated with the spillover effects of aviation activity.
C. State and Local Noise Ordinances

Historically, public regulation of noise was based on the enforcement of local anti-noise legislation and ordinances. Because of the difficulty in setting objective standards, most noise ordinances prohibit “unreasonable” or “unusual” noise. Due to their subjective nature, ordinances utilizing this language are difficult to enforce. Once portable noise measuring equipment became available, however, state and local governments began promulgating objective emission standards. For example, the Noise Ordinance for Boston, Massachusetts, prohibits “any unreasonable or excessive noise in the city.” Yet the ordinance further defines “unreasonable or excessive” utilizing a maximum decibel standard and, in the absence of an applicable noise level standard, a distance standard. Aircraft overflights, like many other sources of noise, are extremely loud and disruptive yet do not last long enough to violate a maximum decibel standard.

Airport proprietors, whether municipal entities or private owners, responded to the significant increase in airport noise complaints by imposing restrictions on the use of airports. In general, restricting use rather than reducing or eliminating aircraft noise tends to be more politically expedient and cost effective. Local noise control measures often include curfews which limit the hours of operation, noise limitations, preferential runways, limitations on the types of aircraft allowed to use the airport, and flight path modifications.

---

95 See Kramon, supra note 64, at 92.
96 Id.; Shapiro, supra note 32, at 7.
97 See Shapiro, supra note 32, at 7.
98 See id.
100 Id.
101 Unreasonable or excessive noise shall mean:
1. Noise measured in excess of 50 dBA between the hours of 11:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m., or in excess of 70 dBA at all other hours; or
2. In the absence of an applicable noise level standard or regulation of the Air Pollution control commission, any noise plainly audible at a distance of three hundred (300) feet . . . .
102 See Creswell, supra note 45, at 24.
103 See id.
Airports are largely dependent on air carriers as well as their neighbors and local governments in implementing noise abatement policies. With the deregulation of the airline industry, air carriers have greater latitude in selecting airports and routes to serve. This gives air carriers greater leverage in bargaining with airport proprietors about noise abatement activities, often disrupting a proprietor's intentions to reduce noise.

III. LEGISLATIVE REGULATION OF AIRCRAFT NOISE POLLUTION

Today, regulation of aircraft noise is primarily achieved through federal legislation. Congress has historically struggled with the proper balance between the interests of individuals owning land near airports and society's interest in the existence and expansion of airports. In addition, Congress has repeatedly emphasized the local nature of noise abatement policy while simultaneously enunciating greater federal involvement in such issues. An examination of the major federal legislation designed to regulate airport noise demonstrates the difficulty of balancing these competing interests.

A. Federal Aviation Act of 1958

Early federal statutes made clear Congress’ intent to leave the responsibility for the ownership and development of airports to state and municipal governments. The Air Commerce Act of 1926 provided that airports are under the “jurisdiction and control of municipalities concerned.” This policy of encouraging local control of airports was further enunciated in the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938 (CAA), which prohibited the Administrator of Civil Aeronautics from

105 See Creswell, supra note 45, at 38.
106 See id.
107 See id. This author argues that there are many reasons why air carriers are not very interested in finding necessary solutions concerning noise impacts including: landowners are not “customers” of airlines and thus are unable to influence the market; homeowners have historically lacked political support sufficient to challenge aviation industry decisions relating to noise abatement; and the airports, not the air carriers, are liable for noise injuries. See Creswell, supra note 45, at 39 n.92.
108 See discussion infra Part III.A–D.
109 See discussion infra Part III.A–D.
110 See discussion infra Part III.A–D.
112 Id. at 29–30.
acquiring any airport.\textsuperscript{113} With the advent of commercial air traffic in 1958, Congress enacted the Federal Aviation Act of 1958 (Federal Aviation Act or the Act) as a substitute for the CAA.\textsuperscript{114}

Under these early statutes, local governments were given responsibility for setting and enforcing rules and regulations governing airports, yet the federal government was given dominion over the air space.\textsuperscript{115} Utilizing its commerce power, Congress gave the federal government “complete and exclusive national sovereignty in the air space” over the United States.\textsuperscript{116} To accommodate increased air travel, Congress granted citizens of the United States “a public right of freedom of transit in air commerce through the navigable air space of the United States.”\textsuperscript{117}

The Federal Aviation Act created the FAA, subsequently replacing local governments as the primary authority for aviation safety.\textsuperscript{118} The Act contemplated a unified and coordinated air transportation system, although most airports in the United States at the time of the Act’s passage were owned and operated by local governments.\textsuperscript{119}

The Federal Aviation Act gave the FAA broad authority to control and regulate the use of navigable airspace and aircraft operations.\textsuperscript{120} It focused on safety and economic issues, and did not directly address the increasing aircraft noise problem.\textsuperscript{121} Only a few of its provi-
sions dealt with environmental issues, and very few of these implicated state or local governmental powers to any significant degree.\textsuperscript{122} The FAA relied on voluntary cooperation among aircraft and engine manufacturers, the airlines, and airport operators to handle aircraft noise problems.\textsuperscript{123}

In 1968, Congress amended the Federal Aviation Act, authorizing the FAA to include noise considerations as a factor in approving jet aircraft and engine design.\textsuperscript{124} The Control and Abatement of Aircraft Noise and Sonic Boom Amendment directed the FAA to develop standards for measuring aircraft noise and to provide for the control and abatement of aircraft noise at the source.\textsuperscript{125} In doing so, the FAA had to ensure that its standards were “consistent with the highest degree of safety” and “economically reasonable, technologically practicable, and appropriate for the applicable aircraft, aircraft engine, appliance, or certificate.”\textsuperscript{126}

With statutory authority under the 1968 amendment, the FAA issued Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR) Part 36.\textsuperscript{127} Part 36 created a system for measuring aircraft noise and established maximum levels of noise output for both newly certified aircraft and existing older aircraft.\textsuperscript{128} Part 36 breaks noise emissions into three different levels or “stages,” based on an aircraft’s size and number of engines.\textsuperscript{129} Many

\begin{itemize}
\item \textit{1990: Has Congress Finally Solved the Aircraft Noise Problem?}, 59 J. Air L. & Com. 1023, 1030 (1994); Schlesinger, supra note 118, at 334. The Administrator of the FAA is given broad authority to regulate the use of navigable airspace in order to “ensure the safety of aircraft and the efficient use of airspace” and for “protecting individuals and property on the ground.” 49 U.S.C. § 40103(b).
\item \textit{See Davidson & Delegu}, supra note 3, at 12–6.
\item \textit{See Jenkins}, supra note 121, at 1031.
\item \textit{See 49 U.S.C. § 44715.}
\item \textit{See id.}
\item \textit{See id. § 44715(b); Creswell, supra note 45, at 54–55.}
\item \textit{14 C.F.R. § 36 (1997).}
\item \textit{See id.; Jenkins, supra note 121, at 1032; Schoen, supra note 104, at 312.}
\item \textit{14 C.F.R. § 36. Aircraft which were certified prior to the publication of Part 36, and which were not thereafter modified to satisfy the new standard, became known as “stage one” aircraft. See Creswell, supra note 45, at 55. Aircraft meeting the 1969 standard are now referred to as “stage two” aircraft. Id. Stage two airplanes include Boeing models 727–200, 737–200 and McDonnell Douglas model DC-9. See FAA: Aircraft noise levels continue to decline, Secretary Slater announces, M2 Presswire, Oct. 1, 1997, available in 1997 WL 14464753 [hereinafter M2 Presswire]. In 1977, the FAA adopted a stricter standard for aircraft noise emissions for all aircraft certified after that date. See Creswell, supra note 45, at 55. These aircraft, known as “stage three” aircraft, are subject to the strictest noise restrictions. 14 C.F.R. § C36.5. Stage three airplanes include Boeing models 737–300, 757, 777, and McDonnell Douglas model MD-90. See M2 Presswire, supra this note.}
anti-noise groups criticized the regulation, however, because it only applied to those aircraft designs with submitted certification applications after December 1, 1969.130

B. **Noise Control Act of 1972**

In 1970, Congress directed EPA to establish the Office of Noise Abatement and Control (ONAC).131 Congress ordered ONAC to complete a one-year investigation and study of the effects of noise on public health and welfare.132 Based on its findings, EPA convinced Congress that noise pollution was a serious problem.133 EPA reported that in the United States, forty million people were exposed to noise capable of inducing hearing loss, and that transportation and aircraft noise had reduced the property values of forty-four million people.134

In 1972, in response to ONAC's report, Congress enacted the Noise Control Act (NCA).135 Recognizing that “inadequately controlled noise presents a growing danger to the health and welfare of the Nation's population,” the NCA ordered the establishment of a “means for effective coordination of Federal research and activities in noise control.”136 Congress asserted that while primary responsibility for noise control rests with state and local governments, “[f]ederal action is essential to deal with major noise sources in commerce control of which require national uniformity of treatment.”137 The stated purposes of the NCA were to establish a means for effectively coordinating federal research and activities in noise control, to authorize the

---

130 See Jenkins, supra note 121, at 1032. The FAA amended FAR 36 in 1973, making it applicable to older aircraft designs, manufactured after December 1, 1973, but these regulations became effective in 1977. See Jenkins, supra note 121, at 1032 n.59.


132 See id. § 7641(a)-(b).

133 See Shapiro, supra note 32, at 8.

134 See id.


136 42 U.S.C. § 4901(a)-(b). While the Noise Control Act delegated much jurisdiction over noise abatement to the federal government, Congress intended to leave some aspects of noise control to state and local governments. See DAVIDSON & DELOGU, supra note 3, at 7–3. In 1978, Congress enacted the Quiet Communities Act which amended the Noise Control Act of 1972 to emphasize the significance of state and local control of noise, particularly with respect to nonproduct sources of noise. See id.; 42 U.S.C. § 4913. Nonproduct sources are “amenable to control by traditional planning, siting, and landuse control tools, the adoption of point-source noise emission standards or ambient-noise standards, and time-of-day or other operational limitations.” DAVIDSON & DELOGU, supra note 3, at 7–4.

establishment of federal noise emission standards, and to provide information to the public concerning the noise emission and noise reduction characteristics of low-noise emission products.  

The NCA drew EPA into the comprehensive scheme of federal control of aircraft noise. It directed ONAC to conduct a study of the adequacy of the FAA noise regulations, and to propose regulations for the control and abatement of noise which EPA considered necessary to protect the public health and welfare. Even with the introduction of EPA to the regulatory scheme, however, the FAA retained its primary responsibility for regulation of aircraft noise under the NCA. The FAA failed to implement many of EPA’s recommendations, straining the relationship between the two agencies. EPA consistently disagreed with the FAA on the selection of noise measurement methodologies, the threshold of noise at which health impacts are felt, and the implementation of noise abatement programs at airports around the United States.  

In 1978, Congress enacted the Quiet Communities Act, authorizing ONAC to create a grants program and offer technical assistance to state and local governments in order to stimulate noise abatement. ONAC assisted communities by hosting training programs, writing and distributing model state and local noise ordinances, and establishing a program designed to help localities purchase low-noise emission products. In 1981, the Reagan Administration’s Office of Management and Budget ceased funding for ONAC. As a result, it was estimated that more than a thousand community noise abatement programs, dependent upon federal funding and expertise, were virtu-
ally shut down. This forced EPA to end most of its noise abatement activities. EPA still remains responsible for enforcing regulations issued under the NCA even though its funding has been terminated.

C. Aviation Safety and Noise Abatement Act of 1979

In 1976, in response to problems occurring under FAR Part 36, the FAA enacted FAR Part 91. Part 91 limits the noise emissions of existing aircraft by applying stricter standards retroactively to all aircraft. Because Part 36 implemented prospective noise standards only, aircraft owners could avoid stricter noise regulations by purchasing planes manufactured prior to 1974 using pre-1969 designs. The newly enacted Part 91 retroactive standards created much controversy in the aircraft industry due to the high costs associated with their implementation. In response to the new financial burden on U.S. air carriers and the continuing need for a comprehensive noise abatement program, Congress enacted the Aviation Safety and Noise Abatement Act of 1979 (ASNAA).

ASNAA directed the Department of Transportation (DOT), after consultation with EPA and other federal, state, and interstate agencies, to establish a comprehensive single program for measuring airport noise and compatibility. ASNAA extended the technology im-
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151 See 14 C.F.R. § 91.803.
152 See Tsihas, supra note 150, at 86.
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154 49 U.S.C. § 47501–47510 (1994); see also Jenkins, supra note 121, at 1034; Tsihas, supra note 150, at 87.
155 Implementation of ASNAA and its policies occurred two years prior to the elimination of ONAC’s funding.
156 See 49 U.S.C. § 47502. The Secretary of Transportation is directed to:
   (1) establish a single system of measuring noise that—
      (A) has a highly reliable relationship between projected noise exposure and surveyed reactions of individuals to noise; and
      (B) is applied uniformly in measuring noise at airports and the surrounding area;
   (2) establish a single system for determining the exposure of individuals to noise
plementation deadlines for compliance with Part 91. In addition, it established a noise compatibility planning system, comprised of financial incentives to induce both airport and aircraft operators to adopt anti-noise pollution policies. Planning is only mandatory if the airport desires federal aid for development.

Under ASNAA's planning system, DOT developed a uniform system for measuring aircraft noise levels and determined compatible land uses for areas with various noise levels. Based on this information, airport proprietors may develop noise exposure maps for their airports, pointing out problem noise areas and any incompatible uses in those areas. After completion of approved noise compatibility maps, airport operators qualify for federal grants to develop their proposed noise compatibility programs.

In addition to its financial incentives, ASNAA provides airport proprietors with other inducements for submitting noise compatibility programs. First, the noise exposure maps enable airport operators to limit potential liability for noise pollution by notifying potential purchasers of property near the airport of the possibly high noise levels. Purchasers of property near an airport with a noise exposure map are limited in recovering damages because they are presumed to have had actual or constructive knowledge of the noise exposure map. The only way a purchaser can overcome this presumption is to show that there has been a significant change in the type or frequency of aircraft operations at the airport, airport layout, flight patterns, or an increase in night operations, and that the damages resulted from this change or increase. In addition, ASNAA offers airport proprietors further protection by prohibiting private litigants resulting from airport operations, including noise intensity, duration, frequency, and time of occurrence; and

(3) identify land uses normally compatible with various exposures of individuals to noise.
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from using the noise exposure map against an airport in a civil suit seeking relief from airport noise.167

Noise compatibility planning is based on localized fact-specific circumstances.168 A plan is based on an examination of areas within and beyond an airport’s borders to ensure the noise compatibility of an airport with its surrounding community.169 Localized planning prompted the airline and air cargo industries to lobby Congress for legislation to counteract the proliferation of noise restrictions that were adopted by airports around the country.170

D. Airport Noise and Capacity Act of 1990

In response to the air industry’s lobbying efforts, Congress passed the Airport Noise and Capacity Act of 1990 (ANCA), in an attempt to integrate the increasing number of individualized noise restrictions imposed on airports by local operators.171 In enacting ANCA, Congress emphasized a national noise policy that considers local interests in aviation noise management through the use of new technologies, use of revenue from passenger facility fees, and review of current operations.172 ANCA’s opponents, primarily citizens groups, argued that the legislation gave FAA unlimited discretion to strike down local noise abatement efforts and would actually increase the noise problem by allowing carriers to keep their noisiest aircraft in the sky and by increasing the total number of aircraft in service.173

ANCA, another attempt to balance the competing interests of the airline industry and citizens residing near airports, consists of two separate programs.174 First, ANCA directs the DOT to establish a
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national aviation noise policy and program for reviewing airport noise and access restrictions on the operation of stage two and stage three aircraft. Second, ANCA provides for a national phase-out of stage two aircraft operating in or out of U.S. airports and requires the airline industry to achieve a 100% stage three fleet of quieter aircraft by the year 2000.

In 1991, the FAA began administering new Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) Part 161. Part 161 implements provisions of ANCA by establishing a national program for reviewing airport noise and access restrictions on stage two and stage three aircraft operations.

IV. Preemption Issues in Combatting Noise Pollution

Much of the confusion surrounding the regulation of airport noise pollution is the product of a difficult balance between state and federal powers. The U.S. Constitution expressly gives Congress the power to regulate the interstate and foreign commerce of the United States. Under the commerce power and, to some extent, the postal and military powers, Congress may control air traffic in the United States.

The Supremacy Clause of the U.S. Constitution invalidates state laws regarding air commerce which “interfere with, or are contrary to” federal laws regarding air commerce. It states that “[t]he Constitution, and the Laws of the United States which shall be made in Pursuance thereof . . . shall be the supreme Law of the Land.” Preemption is largely dependent on congressional intent rather than the plain meaning of the Constitution. The will of Congress to mon-

175 See 49 U.S.C. § 47524; see also Jenkins, supra note 121, at 1037; Tsilas, supra note 150, at 90. For a discussion of aircraft noise levels, see supra notes 128–30 and accompanying text.

176 See 49 U.S.C. § 47528; see also Jenkins, supra note 121, at 1037; Tsilas, supra note 150, at 90. Some airlines are complying with the stage two airplane phaseout by installing FAA certified stage three noise level hushkits to their stage two fleet. See M2 Presswire, supra note 129. As of December 1996, a report submitted to Congress by DOT stated that 75.5% of the airplanes operating in the U.S. met stage three noise requirements. See id.
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opolize an area of legislation may be expressed in an authorizing statute or in regulations enacted pursuant to the statute.184

There are three basic circumstances in which a state or local statute may be preempted by a federal statute or regulation.185 First, in enacting a federal statute within its constitutional limits, Congress may expressly state an intention to preempt state law.186 Second, Congress’ intent to preempt state law in a particular area may be implied where Congress has “occupied the field” of regulation by leaving no room for supplementary state regulation.187 Courts infer preemption when the “federal interest is so dominant that the federal system will be assumed to preclude enforcement of state laws on the same subject.”188 Third, preemption exists when a state law directly conflicts with federal law.189 Such conflict occurs when “compliance with both federal and state regulations is a physical impossibility,”190 or when state law “stands as an obstacle to the accomplishment and execution of the full purposes and objectives of Congress.”191

In determining whether Congress intended to preempt state law on a subject, the U.S Supreme Court relies on the concept of uniformity, often present in legislative histories.192 The Court balances the need for uniform control in order to protect national interests against the rights of individual property owners in applying the preemption doctrine to aviation-related cases.193 After the 1968 amendment to the Federal Aviation Act, the Court mandated federal control over matters concerning aircraft in flight, and control by other entities, including federal, state, and local governments, for matters regarding aircraft on the ground.194 States’ rights to enact statutes to control noise


185 See id. For purposes of the Supremacy Clause, constitutionality of local ordinances is analyzed in the same way as that of state laws. See, e.g., id.; City of Burbank v. Lockheed Air Terminal, 411 U.S. 624 (1973).
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generated by aircraft during descent and takeoff was not addressed by the U.S. Supreme Court until 1972.195

A. Federal Preemption of State and Local Regulation of Aircraft Noise Pollution

The Supreme Court first addressed the issue of preemption as it pertained to aircraft noise in City of Burbank v. Lockheed Air Terminal, Inc.196 In Burbank, the Court invalidated a local noise regulation restricting the permissible times of flights in and out of the Burbank airport.197 Recognizing that noise control is vested historically in the police power of the states, the Court held that the control vested in the FAA and EPA under the Noise Control Act of 1972 left no room for local control.198 The Court noted that imposition of curfew ordinances on a nationwide basis would impair the efficient use of navigable airspace by limiting the flexibility of the FAA in controlling the flow of aircraft.199 Instead, “a uniform and exclusive system of federal regulation” was required if “the congressional objectives underlying the Federal Aviation Act [were] to be fulfilled.”200 Further, the Court stated that any diffusion of the FAA’s and EPA’s administrative powers must be left to Congress.201

The Supreme Court’s pronouncements in Burbank regarding preemption have since been understood to extend well beyond curfews.202 Based on Burbank, courts have found a variety of local restrictions on aircraft operations unconstitutional under the Supremacy Clause.203

197 See id. at 625–26.
198 See id. at 638. Justice Rehnquist wrote the dissenting opinion in Burbank, a 5–4 decision. He criticized the majority’s examination of the existing legislation concerning control over aviation. See id. at 652 (Rehnquist, J., dissenting). Because the FAA and EPA “have exclusive authority to reduce noise by promulgating regulations and implementing standards directed at one or several of the causes of the level of noise, local governmental bodies are not thereby foreclosed from dealing with the noise problem by every other conceivable method.” Id.
199 See Burbank, 411 U.S. at 628.
200 Id. at 639.
201 See id. at 640.
While federal law preempts local law in regard to aircraft safety, navigable airspace, and noise control, courts have refrained from applying *Burbank* when land and water use zoning issues are involved. In several cases, the FAA has indicated that it does not believe Congress expressly or impliedly meant to preempt regulation of local land or water use in regard to locating airports or plane landing sites. FAA regulations governing the establishment of airports typically defer to local laws, ordinances, and regulations, thus manifesting FAA's lack of intent to regulate airport location as pervasively as it regulates airport noise. In *Gustafson v. City of Lake Angelus*, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit stated that concerns of environmental impact and landuse compatibility were matters of local concern and therefore should not be determined by the FAA.

**B. The Proprietor’s Exemption**

The *Burbank* Court made it clear that in most circumstances regulation of aircraft noise under NCA is primarily a concern of the federal government. In a footnote, however, the Court suggested that different logic might apply with respect to regulations imposed by a municipality acting in its capacity as an airport proprietor. Concerned with preemption of fundamental rights of property ownership, it appears that the *Burbank* majority limited preemption of state or local regulation of noise control to exercises of police power. Sub-
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sequently, courts have found that in *Burbank* the Supreme Court recognized that Congress “singled out airport proprietors and gave them special, although undefined, leeway in controlling the sources of aircraft noise directly.”211 This exclusion, now known as the “Proprietor’s Exemption,” has been the subject of extensive litigation.212

Federal courts have recognized complete federal preemption over the regulation of aircraft and airspace, with a “limited role for local airport proprietors in regulating noise levels at their airports.”213 That limited role is one in which municipalities can regulate aircraft operations in a “fair, reasonable and nondiscriminatory” manner.214 The origin of this exception exists in a letter from the Secretary of Transportation submitted to the Senate Commerce Committee regarding the 1968 amendments to the Federal Aviation Act.215 The Secretary of Transportation, in a letter dated June 22, 1968, wrote:

The proposed legislation will not affect the rights of a State or local public agency, as the proprietor of an airport, from issuing regulations or establishing requirements as to the permissible level of noise which can be created by aircraft using the airport. Airport owners acting as proprietors can presently deny the use of their airports to aircraft on the basis of noise considerations as long as such exclusion is nondiscriminatory.216

Neither Congress nor the Supreme Court has delineated the precise nature of the “powers and rights” reserved to proprietors.217 The rationale for the exception, however, resides in the Supreme Court’s determination in *Griggs* that airport proprietors are liable for excessive aircraft noise.218 Courts recognizing the exception have argued that an airport proprietor should be able to promulgate reasonable noise regulations in order to properly insulate itself from potential liability.219
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Following *Burbank*, federal and state courts generally have accepted the premise that “a municipal ordinance resting on police power, which manages or dictates action by aircraft in navigable airspace for the purpose of noise control, is invalid under the preemption doctrine.”\(^{220}\) Some courts, however, refused to relinquish complete control over flight by seizing on *Burbank’s* proprietor exemption.\(^{221}\) For example, in *Santa Monica Airport Ass’n v. City of Santa Monica*, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit concluded that a municipal proprietor’s power to regulate the use of its airport was not preempted by federal legislation.\(^{222}\) The court stated, “[t]he legislative history shows that Congress intended that municipal proprietors enact reasonable regulations to establish acceptable noise levels for airfields and their environs.”\(^{223}\) Since the *Burbank* decision, Congress has clarified its intent to preempt local control of noise through the implementation of legislation such as ANCA.\(^{224}\) Congress declared that “noise policy must be carried out at the national level” and “local interest in aviation noise management shall be considered in determining the national interest.”\(^{225}\)

C. **Federal Preemption of Tortious Liability for Airport Noise**

While federal legislation such as ANCA preempts state and local regulation of aircraft noise, an individual’s judicial remedies for damages caused by aircraft noise are not similarly affected. The comprehensive scheme of federal legislation regulating airport noise contemplates considerable federal involvement in the planning and operation of airports.\(^{226}\) Courts, however, have given protected status to a citizen’s rights to the full use, possession, and enjoyment of his or her property.\(^{227}\) It is well recognized that a property owner has a constitutionally based inverse condemnation remedy against an airport pro-

\(^{221}\) See *Field & Davis*, supra note 183, at 340–41 n.94 (citing National Aviation v. City of Hayward, 418 F. Supp 417, 421 (N.D. Cal. 1976); Air Transp. Ass’n of Am. v. Crotti, 389 F. Supp. 58, 63 (N.D. Cal. 1975)).
\(^{222}\) 659 F.2d 100, 104 (9th Cir. 1981).
\(^{223}\) Id.
\(^{225}\) Id. § 47521(3)-(4) (emphasis added).
\(^{226}\) See *Greater Westchester Homeowners Ass’n v. City of Los Angeles*, 603 P.2d 1329, 1336 (Cal. 1979).
\(^{227}\) See id. at 1334.
priestor for property damage or loss caused by airport noise. Courts have held that the common law and statutory remedy of nuisance should protect the interests of property owners under similar circumstances equally.

In *Greater Westchester Homeowners Ass’n v. City of Los Angeles*, homeowners sued the city on a nuisance theory for personal injuries sustained as a result of excessive noise from aircraft using the city’s airport. The California Supreme Court based its decision on the depth and continuous nature of the city’s involvement in the creation and maintenance of the airport. Conceding that the city followed federal advice, approval, and perhaps encouragement, the court stated that the city “chose, and was not forced by anyone, to develop LAX [Los Angeles International Airport] in its particular location.” The court concluded that recognition of a state nuisance remedy would not impermissibly hinder commerce or conflict with federal policy.

Other state courts that have considered this issue have reached the similar conclusion that claims for personal injuries founded upon nuisance theory are not federally preempted. The majority of these opinions rely on the Federal Aviation Act provision that “[n]othing contained in this Chapter shall in any way abridge or alter the remedies now existing at common law or by statute, but the provisions of this Chapter are in addition to such remedies.”

Yet, because federal law governs much of the conduct of airports and their carriers, individuals are limited in the relief they can seek under common law doctrines such as nuisance. Damages for issues such as failing to control the maximum number of flights per hour or fitting older models of aircraft with newer, quieter engines are not recoverable under state law actions because such issues are governed by federal law. Instead, claimants are limited to issues that do not
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offend federal law, such as proprietary liability due to inadequate noise baffles around the perimeter of the airport, or allowing an airport to operate with more runways than federal law requires. According to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit, “the essential point is that the state may employ damages remedies only to enforce federal requirements or to regulate aspects of airport operation over which the state has discretionary authority.”

V. LANDUSE AND NOISE COMPATIBILITY PLANNING

Because of federal preemption of state and local regulatory efforts to curb airport noise pollution, measures designed to make airports noise-compatible with their environments may be the only remaining means local governments have to address the noise problem. State and local governments use a variety of methods to promote the noise compatibility of airports, thus helping to protect a community’s interest in its airport. Programs often include a combination of the following measures: establishment of a preferential runway system, restriction of airport use based upon aircraft noise levels, soundproofing of public buildings, modification of flight patterns and procedures, and acquisition of land and other interests labeled as incompatible uses. Funding for noise abatement programs comes from federal and local governments, in addition to those provided by airport proprietors. However, the high monetary expenses necessary to establish noise abatement programs often limit their effectiveness due to inadequate funding from all sources.

A. Land Use as a Means of Noise Abatement

Land acquisition is a successful but expensive means of controlling airport noise. Airport proprietors may acquire land surrounding an airport or an interest in that land through voluntary sales or condemnation proceedings. After it has acquired the land, the airport can use the property for airport uses, airport-related uses such as hotels
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243 See discussion infra Part V.A.
244 See Creswell, supra note 45, at 41; Schoen, supra note 104, at 321.
245 See Schoen, supra note 104, at 320.
and restaurants, or nonairport-related functions. Land acquisition programs for airport noise compatibility often include programs for relocation of residents and businesses and redevelopment of the land for compatible uses.

Land banking, an alternative form of land acquisition, procures land for future expansion of existing airports or establishment of future airports, rather than immediate construction. Purchasing land several years in advance avoids many of the difficult problems associated with establishing or expanding an airport where development already exists. Like standard land acquisition, however, land banking requires large expenditures, commonly beyond the reach of local governments.

Landuse zoning is another means of attempting to make airports noise-compatible with the surrounding community. Landuse zoning does not prevent development of land, but instead limits development by requiring an airport’s uses to be noise-compatible. Construction of warehouses, factories, and commercial projects often constitute noise-compatible uses. Landuse zoning is a normal exercise of the local government’s zoning authority and requires no specific enabling legislation. With regard to airport noise, however, landuse zoning may have practical limitations. Land may be subject to multiple zoning jurisdictions because of the large size of airports.
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ally, reductions in the property tax base are possible based on the less intensive use of property.257

Another way to attain airport noise compatibility is to soundproof buildings in an airport’s vicinity.258 While soundproofing provides immediate relief, there are limitations on its effectiveness.259 First, such projects require large expenditures that, depending upon the age of the building, may not be economically feasible.260 In addition, while the sound level is significantly reduced within a building, it may be ineffective in residential situations especially during the summer months when individuals open windows and spend more time outdoors.261

B. Funding for Noise-Compatible Landuse

In conjunction with ASNA, the FAA developed and implemented FAR Part 150, which provides detailed guidelines and instructions for obtaining federal funding for noise compatibility programs.262 Part 150 is a voluntary program that allows airport operators to prepare noise exposure maps and to recommend measures in a noise compatibility program to reduce noise and noncompatible land uses.263 Airport operators may submit airport noise compatibility programs to the FAA for approval under criteria established by ASNA and Part 150.264 The FAA is authorized to provide Airport Improvement Program (AIP) funding for airport noise compatibility planning (i.e., the preparation of the noise exposure maps and the noise compatibility program) and noise projects (i.e., measures approved by the FAA in a noise compatibility program).265 Under the AIP, an airport listed in the National
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265 See Airport and Airway Improvement Act of 1982, 49 U.S.C. §§ 47101–47131; Creswell, supra note 45, at 62. Under this act, Congress states, “It is in the public interest to recognize the effects of airport capacity expansion projects on aircraft noise. Efforts to increase capacity
Plan of Integrated Airport Systems (NPIAS) published by the FAA can apply for federal funds for different types of airport projects including noise abatement. As of September 30, 1997, 235 airports were participating in the program, 191 of which had approved programs successfully in place. Since an approved noise compatibility program is a prerequisite to receiving funds for most mitigation actions, most airport operators where noise is a significant factor have participated in some level of noise planning.

Because the federal expenditures for airports are insufficient to satisfy all of the projects recognized and approved in the NPIAS, FAA has much discretionary authority in allocating these funds. The level of discretionary funding is a product of the overall AIP funding level. The availability of diminished discretionary funds does not relieve an airport sponsor of its obligation to fulfill noise mitigation programs included in its Part 150 plan. Thus, airport operators may have to use local funds to fulfill these requirements, reducing local funds available for other airport needs.

Congress also authorizes airports to collect passenger facility charges (PFCs) to finance an eligible airport-related project. Airport-related projects include airport noise compatibility planning and the implementation of noise compatibility measures under ASNA even if a noise compatibility program has not been approved. The FAA adopted substantial regulations to clarify the eligibility requirements and application process for airport proprietors to assess PFCs. In 1996, $1.1 billion in PFC funds were collected from some through any means can have an impact on surrounding communities. Noncompatible land uses around airports must be reduced and efforts to mitigate noise must be given a high priority.
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268 airports and distributed in the following manner: 35% went to projects such as runways, taxi-ways, and safety related projects; 30% was allocated to landside projects, primarily terminal buildings; 17% paid interest on bonds; 11% was used for noise abatement projects; and 6% was used for roads. The FAA adopted substantial regulations to clarify the eligibility requirements and application process for airport proprietors to assess PFCs.

Failure to comply with ANCA allows FAA to terminate an airport operator's eligibility for airport grant funds and its authority to impose or collect PFCs. While withholding PFC eligibility may be an effective means of controlling noise control policies, some commentators have argued it also takes away PFC funding crucial to expanding airport capacity.

VI. ADDRESSING THE GROWING AIRPORT NOISE POLLUTION PROBLEM

Aircraft noise is a serious yet often unappreciated and neglected form of pollution. The current method of regulating airport noise pollution is an unnecessarily complicated web of federal, state, and local legislative and judicial decisions. Lack of accountability among these various entities has produced an inefficient means of controlling airport noise.

Since the enactment of the Federal Aviation Act in 1958, Congress has struggled to attain the proper balance of federal and local involvement in airport noise abatement. Traditionally, noise control has
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been the prerogative of local governments. However, since the advent of commercial air travel in 1958, the unique nature of airport noise as compared to other sources of noise has required special treatment. As air travel increased, uncoordinated and inconsistent methods of addressing noise pollution at the local level motivated Congress to enact legislation ordering federal assistance with implementation of programs. This legislation failed to procure benefits and instead caused much confusion in federal and state courts as local municipalities struggled to define their roles in the regulation of airport noise.

Under the current regulatory scheme, local governments and airport proprietors remain responsible for landuse planning and noise abatement activities. With the enactment of the Aviation Safety and Noise Abatement Act of 1979 and the Airport Noise and Capacity Act of 1990, however, Congress also mandated the FAA to participate in noise compatibility planning. To receive federal funding in the form of discretionary grants or passenger facility charges, airports must comply with the standards set forth by these acts. Federal funding makes prior approval from the FAA necessary before airports can make alterations in their noise compatibility programs. For example, for several years, Van Nuys Airport in California expressed an interest in extending its nighttime curfew on aircraft flights from 11:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. The FAA responded to these efforts in September 1996, warning that the airport could lose its federal funding if the curfew was enacted through a “misunderstanding of federal law.” It took the FAA until August 1997 before the Agency authorized the city to enact the proposed measures. Thus, while local governments and airport proprietors are given the sole responsibility of implementing noise plans, the inability of airports to operate in
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today's economy absent federal funding grants tremendous authoritative power to the FAA.

A. The Reestablishment of EPA's Office of Noise Abatement and Control

When Congress eliminated ONAC's funding in 1982, EPA, although far from completing its agenda, had made an important start in implementing Congress' directives under the Noise Control Act of 1972. Since the termination of these funds, attempts at federal noise abatement activity have experienced limited effectiveness, while state and local activity has suffered a marked decline as well. Although ANCA, enacted in 1990, is forcing air carriers to comport with stricter noise emission standards by the year 2000, these standards are based on recommendations made by EPA in the 1970s.

The transition to an all stage three fleet is a necessary step toward limiting aircraft noise, but the overall growth of the air travel industry is already threatening the progress these regulations have had in the United States. In addition to the growing number of flights, the size of commercial aircraft has been increasing, requiring the use of larger and more powerful engines. This use of larger aircraft has offset some of the noise reduction achieved through the stage three transition.

These problems require an independent agency, separate from the FAA, to encourage the development and introduction of new aviation technology. New studies repeatedly show detrimental links between high noise levels and health and quality of life issues. Aircraft carriers are unlikely to execute changes in their fleets designed to solve these recurring problems without mandatory legislation or substantial financial incentives. The FAA is highly influenced by the interests of the air carrier lobby, as exemplified by the passage of ANCA in 1990. In addition to the role of airports and air carriers, the FAA is influenced by competing concerns within the executive and legislative
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branches of the federal government. The FAA’s direct responsibility for and investment in air traffic control equipment and personnel, and the publicity received by aircraft accidents, causes the FAA to dedicate more resources to airspace management and safety over airport problems. The FAA’s primary interest in airports centers on the administration of grants which are linked to FAA’s air traffic and safety responsibilities. Thus, without an order, or at least encouragement from an independent source, the FAA will continue to address inefficiently the growing airport noise pollution problem.

Many commentators recommend the reinstatement of ONAC within EPA to study the impact of aircraft noise on human health and well-being. ONAC as it was structured in the 1970s, however, will not adequately serve the needs of today’s communities in combating airport noise. ONAC must have a more authoritative role in implementing new guidelines and standards. In the 1970s, ONAC made important contributions which the FAA often disregarded in enacting its regulations. An independent commission composed of representatives of ONAC, the FAA, and Congress should also be established to ensure equality among the various federal agencies regulating airport noise pollution.

Some anti-noise advocates oppose the reopening of ONAC because of their beliefs that it will not provide real help to citizens suffering as a result of aircraft noise. They argue that the appropriations proposed under the Quiet Communities Act are far less than when ONAC was in operation, the office will still be unable to regulate aircraft noise, and the office will still be guided by an out-of-date Noise Control Act. However, the reopening of ONAC, even with a limited budget, constitutes congressional acknowledgement of the continually expanding aircraft noise problem, which may have positive effects on the FAA’s regulatory structure.
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B. The DNL Measurement of Noise

In addition, to relieve airport noise pollution, the FAA should reassess its standards for measuring aircraft noise. The DNL measurement is criticized because it fails to measure adequately the effects of a particular noise source. Aircraft noise is considered impulsive noise, yet a DNL registers an averaging of sound over a twenty-four hour period. An averaging does not account for the high noise levels that often accompany single-event noise emissions such as aircraft noise. Support for research and the implementation of new technology are necessary to measure adequately an airport’s overall sound. Commentators suggest a metric which takes into account the single noise event by considering the peak noise value and the frequency of single events.

At the minimum, the FAA should reconsider its current limit of 65 Ldn, and lower that standard as necessary. In the 1970s, ONAC recommended a DNL of 55 Ldn to limit the negative effects of noise on individuals. The office’s original work concerning the Ldn emphasized the limitations of this standard of measurement and the potential need to supplement it in appropriate cases. However, after ONAC was disbanded, the FAA disregarded ONAC’s precautionary warnings and adopted 65 Ldn as its universal measure, and the Agency has maintained that level ever since. Increasing numbers of studies show the detrimental impact of noise on communities which register high DNLs. The FAA should authorize independent studies
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to evaluate the adequacy of current measurement methods and implement new regulations enacting these findings.\footnote{See Shapiro, supra note 32, at 60. “EPA’s results are more likely to receive general acceptance since EPA does not share the FAA’s institutional conflict of interest.” Id.}

C. Liability for Aircraft Noise

Another approach to reducing airport noise pollution is to distribute the liability for damages caused by airport noise among the actors involved in its regulation. Because federal law does not preempt inverse condemnation and nuisance causes of action, citizens may have valid claims for damage to their health or property caused by airport noise. In \textit{Griggs v. Allegheny County}, however, the U.S. Supreme Court established the rule that airport proprietors rather than the federal government are responsible for damages resulting from aircraft noise.\footnote{See Griggs v. Allegheny County, 369 U.S. 84, 89–90 (1962).} This “single liability/shared responsibility” situation disproportionately places burdens on private property owners.\footnote{See Creswell, supra note 45, at 30.} These property owners are supposed to be protected by the “just compensation” clause of the Fifth Amendment, yet they do not receive reimbursement from the federal government for the money paid to plaintiffs in such actions.\footnote{See id. at 88.}

The rule of law espoused in \textit{Griggs} is inconsistent with the inherent diversity among decisionmakers associated with the regulation of aircraft noise.\footnote{See id. at 7.} The fact that an airport proprietor is solely liable for noise-related injuries limits the concern of airlines, other local governments, the states, and the federal government.\footnote{See id. at 31.} Public and private sector interests should strive to compensate noise-afflicted property owners when fairness dictates.\footnote{See id. at 88.} Compensation may also reduce the level of political controversy associated with airport development projects and airport operations.\footnote{See Creswell, supra note 45, at 88.} Compensation will most likely cause more efficient decisionmaking about airports and airways as well.\footnote{See id.}
D. More Funding Under AIP for Noise-Mitigation Projects

While improved technology and revised metrics for measuring airport noise are necessary to control airport noise pollution, in the short term, more funding for noise compatibility planning is required to ameliorate the current noise situation. State and local governments are largely dependent on FAA approval, and thus federal funds, in order to establish noise abatement programs. Because the FAA has much discretion in allocating its already insufficient AIP funds, airport proprietors are left with the responsibility of enforcing noise mitigation plans without adequate funding. In addition, passenger facility charges used to fund eligible airport-related projects are primarily used for capacity and safety programs rather than noise abatement efforts. The cost of landuse control measures used to ameliorate airport noise is not funded adequately by the federal government, nor do state and local governments have the resources to fund such measures.

Prospective noise abatement actions, although not a permanent solution to the problem of airport noise pollution, do more to control the problem than retroactive damage suits and penalties. Although individuals are limited in the relief they can seek under common law doctrines such as nuisance, airport proprietors continue to remain responsible for any liability imposed. Damages paid by airport proprietors to individual property owners are an unnecessary use of the already limited funds available to proprietors. Noise abatement activities may further diminish the liability imposed on airport proprietors, thus freeing up funds to allocate to control and amelioration techniques.

Conclusion

The significant increase in air traffic over the past decades has resulted in a substantial number of noise complaints and consistently high DNL readings around airports located in the United States. Studies show both the psychological and physiological damage aircraft noise causes in individuals. Although federal statutes and regu-
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lations have preempted state and local control over noise pollution, local entities remain responsible for implementing noise compatibility programs and regulating land use. This framework results in a complicated scheme of federal, state, and local legislation and case law, while airports and their surrounding communities are left to decipher their correct role. The FAA, as the implementer of federal noise abatement policy, has failed in many of its objectives. Additional steps such as the reestablishment of ONAC, a change in the DNL measurement of noise, shared liability for damage caused by aircraft noise, and more funding for noise mitigation projects need to be taken to address adequately the growing airport noise pollution problem in the United States.